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Abstract 
Flight test and theoretical aerodynamic data were obtained for a 
flight test fixture mounted on the underside of an F-104G 
aircraft. The theoretical data were generated using two codes, a 
two-dimensional transonic code called Code H, and a 
three-dimensional subsonic and supersonic code called wing-body. 
Pressure distributions generated by the codes for the flight test 
fixture as well as houndary layer displacement thickness 
generated by the two-dimensional code were compared to the flight 
test data. The two-dimensional code pressure distributions 
compared well except at the mi nirnum pressure point and trailing 
edge. Shock locations cornpa~ed well except at high transonic 
speeds. The three-dimensional code pressure distributions 
compared well except at the trailing edge of the flight test 
fixture. The two-di~ensiona] code does not predict displacement 
thickness of the fliqht test fixture \o:ell. 
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INTROOu..."'"TION 
The use of theoretical prediction techniques can be a useful tool 
in inost engineering applications. In the case of aerodl'namics, many 
conlputer codes exist that aid the engineer with the design and analy-
sis of aircraft and aircraft components. Two commonly used codes are 
a two-dimension&l transcnic a'1alysis code dew-loped by Bauer, 
Garabedirul, Jameson, and Kern described in reference 1, and a three-
diDe~mional subsonic and supersonic wing-body analysis code developed 
by Frank Woodward and dt!sc_"ibed in reference 2. Both analysis codes 
have been used successfully in predicting parameters for specific 
shapes. For example, tile two dimensional code. hereaf~er referred to 
as Code H, has been used successfully for the prediction of supercri-
tical airfoil characteristics and the three-dimensional code, here-
after referred to &0 the wing-~iy code, has been used successfully to 
predict the characteristics of various wing fuselage configurations. 
Wind tunnel tests aLe frequently used as a means of obtaining 
experime:ltal data. However, the data obtained in such tes ts in mos t 
cases mu:· t be corrected in order to obtain the results valid fer 
flight vehi.cles. Such limitations as scale effects due to Reynolds 
number, size limitations for models or test specimens due to test sec-
tion dimension, improper scaling of noise or turbulence levels in the 
wind tunnel, and unre liable da ta near a ~.ach number of 1.0 due to 
problem~ such as shock reflections off of the tunnel walls must be 
considered when conducting wind tunnel test.s. 'l'he Dryden Flight 
Research Facility has developed an instrum~nted flight test fixture 
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(FTF) that can be attached to the underside of an F-I04G aircraft 
and used as a "flying ~ind tunnel H • The FTF is essentially a low 
aspect ratio fin incorporating a wedge-shaped airfoil. 
A need exists to (1) verify Code H in order to see if it 
will accurately predict the aerodynamic parameters for shapes 
that differ from those for which it was developed, and (2) find 
an ~erodynamic code which will predict the aerodynamic parameters 
for the shape used on the flight test fixture. The purpose of 
this study was to determine if these two codes could be used to 
successfully predict aerodynamic parameters for the FTF. In 
order to make this determination, the instrumented rTF was 
attached to the underside of an F-I04G aircraft and flight data 
was obtained. At Mach numbers of 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.85, and 0.9, 
pressure distributions and boundary layer displacement 
thicknesses were determined from the flight test riat~, ~nd Wele 
compared to the predicted values obtai ned usi og Code 11. Pressure 
distributions at Mach numbers between 0.6 and 1.4 wero made and 
compared to those predicted using the wing-body code. 
Cp 
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M 
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q 
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SYMBOLS 
pressure coefficient 
local streamwise chord of wing panel, em 
free-stream Mach number 
static pressure, N/!-!2 
free-stream dynamic pressure. 0.7 M2p, N/rn2 
Rey no Ids I1U mb er 
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x/c ratio of distance from leading edge to local chord lenqth 
a angle of attack, deg 
13 . angle of sideslip, deg 
6* boundary layer displacement thickness,cm 
e boundary layer momentum thickness, cm 
FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
Flight Test Fixture 
TheFTF is a low-aspect ratio, fin-like shape and is mounted on 
the underside of an F-104G aircraft. It is oriented so that the 
longitudinal axis is aligned on the aircraft's lover fuselage center 
line (see fig. j). It is made primarily of al.WIlintnll a."ld weighs 
appZ'oxiWlltely 13(; kg (300 lbs), has a chord length of 203 Cll\ (SO in), 
a sp.;m of 61 em (24 in), .:md a COZlS1"..ant t..lticltness of 1603 em (6.4 in) 
except for the forebody (see fig. 2). TWo options are available for 
forebody shapes: (1) the basic FTF shape wi~~ a sharp leading edge 
(wedge forebody), and (2) th.e radiused forebo£.y incorporating the 
front per·tion ofa symmetri~al supercri tical airfoil. Only the wedged 
forebody was used in tilis study. The fin has its own air data system 
which consists of a pitot static probe that is mounted on a boom 
extending forward from the FTF. The probe is used to measure Hach 
number, altitude, and dynamic pressure. The FIT is equipped wi th fJ.ush 
static pressure orifices fo~ measurements of chordwise and spC'.nwise 
pressure distributions, and bo'mdary layer rakes for me.asurement of 
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the boundary layer velocity profile. For L~is study, 20 static orifi-
ces were used located on both sides of the FTF as shown in fi~?Ure 3. 
Sixteen of .the orifices were· pla.ced along the chord at approximately 
the 50\ span position. Four orifices were located along a spanwise 
direction shown in figure 3 for ~~e purpose of determining spanwise 
flow conditionso The boundary layer rakes were mounted on both sides 
of the FTF at the appro~~tely 90~ chord and 50% semispan positions. 
A pulse code modulation (PCM) system is used for data acquisition. 
Data frOlil the PCM, which is capable of multiplexing 40 channels at a 
maximum frequency of 80 Hz, is both transmitted to the ground via 
telemetry ~~d recorded on board. All pressure measurements were 
obtained by a 4S-port scanivalve and two other individual differential 
pressure tr&nadncers. The pressures measured by the scam val ve and 
tra~~ducers ~re referenced to the FTF boom-static pressure. 
The F-l04G aircraft has its own independent instr~nt system and 
an aircraft flight trajectory guidance system. The trajectory 
guidance sy&tern uplinks engineering parameters calculated on a ground 
based computer to a cockpit display in real time. From this. display, 
bank error during constant Mach, a and altitude turns, Reynolds 
number error, sideslip error, und Mach number error can be determined 
in real t.ime by the pilot. A more complete description of the FTF is 
available in reference 3. 
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ANALYSIS CODE DESCRIPTION 
Code H 
Francis Bauer, Paul Garabedian, David Korn, and Anthony 
Jameson from the Courant Insti tute of Mathematical Sciences of 
New York University, have developed a technique of computing 
supercritical airfoil sections and det~rmining the off-des~gn 
flow conditions. The equations of motion used in this method are 
the equations of potential flow. The flow is assumed to be 
transonic, steady, irrotational, inviscid, compressible, and 
two-dimensional. Instead of solving the problem of computing 
shock free transonic flow past a given profile, the inverse 
problem was solved. That is, they assumed smooth transonic flow 
and then found the body which generated it. This approach was 
taken in order to eliminate certain mathematical difficulties. 
The problem was formulated by writing the equations of mationof 
the inverse problem in matrix form, extending all of the 
variables into the complex domain, and introducing ch~racteristic 
coordinates and then expressing the equations of motion in 
characteristic form. A treatment of compressibility is made by 
combining a regular solution with a singular solution that is 
related to the fundamental solution in the hodograph plane. The 
formulated equations are solved numerically using a finite 
difference scheme. Not only was the 
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inverse problem of determining a shape that would ~esult in ~~e smooth 
transonlc flow treated, the off-desi9Yl conditions (at different angles 
of attack and free-~tream velocity) were also solved. The result was 
several computer programs which were designated Programs A through E. 
A description of the theory and programs is available in reference ,. 
The au~~ors of these programs have modified and improved their 
original work by introducing a better model of the trailing edge, and 
using a rotated finite different scheme that enables them to use an 
arbitrary curvalinear coordinate system. The use of an arbitrat'y cur-
valinear coordinate system perm! ts the handling of supersonic alld sub-
sonic free-stream Mach numhexs and the capt.uring of shock wa-ves as far 
back on the airfoil as desired. The turbulent boundary layer is 
treated uaing a sem-el'!pirical IOOthod and the effa,cta of displacement 
thic.lmess on ai~foil ~rmpe is accounted for. Shc:::k wa.vas are handled 
by calculating weak solutions to the ap~licable parti~l differential 
equations that include one or more shock waves that satisfy an entropy 
inequality. These modifications are includ(,d in a new program 
designated Code H. A description of this program can be found in 
reference 1. The author clairas these programs provide a physically 
adequate computer simulation of the compressible potential problems of 
transonic flow for a smoot.~ 2D shape. 
The Wing-Body Code 
The Boeing Company u,~der contract with NASA/Ames Research Center 
has developed a three-dimensional wing-body conS~lntpressure panel 
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code for subsonic &no supersonic potential flows. The program cal~u-
lates steady pressure distributicns on wing andwing-oody co~inations 
of arbitrary pla.~ form in subsonic and supersonic flow. The surface 
pressures are integrated to give the lift, drag, and pitching moment. 
The yawing and rolling moments and the side force can be determined 
for unsymmetrical configurations; however, for this study. only the 
pressure coefficients: that ,,;era pred:i.cted for the surface of the 
flight test fixture were used. In addition, the original version of 
the Ames 'lling-body code was modified by personnel at Ames and an 
updated version of this program was made available to NASA's Dryden 
Flight Res&~rch Facility for use in this study. 
The method divides the wing,..body combination or wing aJ.one into 
num~roua constant pressure panels. A oonsUt.nt source distribution is 
used in the body panels and a vortex distribution is used in the wing 
and tai.l panels. The cede arrives at analytical e ... -pressiona for tlie 
perterbi'ltion velocities induced at each panel. '£hen, the pressure 
coefficient at the panel control points are calculated in terms of r~e 
perterbation velocities. The forces and moments acting on the wing-
body combination can be calculated by using a numerical integrati~g 
scheme. 
A furtller description as well as pre,-icus utilization of the code 
at the Dryden Flight Research Facility is given in reference 4. 
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UODEL~NG OF THE FLIGHT TEST E'!XTORE 
Code H Modeling 
In all cases presented, the code was run using 0° angle 
of attackland four smoothing iterations of the FTF coordinates were 
made before the se:codynruaic shape was conformly mapped into the ,unit 
circle. The circle was overlayed with both a crude grid of 80 x 15 
mesh intervals and a finer grid of 160 x 30 mesh intervals in the 
angul.&:r and radial d1 rections • Flow calculations and boundary layer 
corrections were computed for a maximum of 20 cycles on the crude 
grid, and a maximum of 10 cycles on the finer g4id. The convergence 
tolerance, a tolera.~ce of the maximum velocity potential and the maxi-
mum circulil1"..ion corrections. was set at 5 x iO-6• The program was r-.m 
until the convergence tolelrlll'ce Wlafol achh~ved. 'Ene boundar'".l lesyez 
correction option of the code u-as USL"<l, and the transi ti.:)n was Get at 
the 7.5% chord position. To utilize this option, a Reynolds nuiJtb.er 
must also be specified. In this case, Reynolds numbers of 2 x 106 and 
14 x 106 were used. 
The FTF was first modeled using 46 upper and 46 lower surface 
points with a high density of points at the wedge ccr.nero! the FTF 
located at the approximate 17' chord pes'tion. Because of the discon-
tinuity at the corners, the code would not complete the run. Next, a 
model with 46 upper and 46 lower surface points was attempted but the 
sharp corn€:rs of the wedge were radiused and the coordLlatcs were run 
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through a separate smoothing program before being entered into 
the two-dimensional code. Figure 4 shows a comparison at this 
model shape to the actual shape of the FT~. A comparison of the 
predicted and experimental pressure distribution is ~hown in 
figure 5 for the 0.7 Mach case. This figure shows that the code 
predicted pressure distribution appears to predict pressure 
coefficient levels well; however, there is a difference of 
approximately 7% chord in the chordwise location of the peak 
values of pressure coefficients. In addition, the experi~ental 
data indicates a trend of decreasing pressure at the trailing 
edge of the FTF that is not predicted by the code. The variation 
of the peak pressure coeffici ent posi tions between thp. 
experimental and the computer predicted data were believed to b~ 
caused by the variation of shape of the actual and computer 
models. 
In order to test this hypothesis, a model consisting of 16 
upper and 16 lower surface points \oIas run. The model naving 
fewer points allowed the smoothing subroJtine internal to the 
code to have a greater effect, as shown in figure 6. The shape 
of the model is very similar to the a~tual FTF. Figure 7 shows 
good correspondence for the positions of the minimum pressure 
coefficients determined fro~ experimental and theoretical data. 
The noted lack of correspondence of pressure coeffficients at the 
trailing edge was not believed to be caused by modeling and will 
be discussed in the RES"LTS AND DISCUSSION section of this 
report. 
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Wing-Body Code Modeling 
Sinc~ this code is three dimensional, it is necessary to not 
only model the FTF but also the F-104G aircraft. Thewing-body 
code allows for a maximum of 100 wing ann J~O body panels. These 
panels were divided between the fuselage of the F-I04G and the 
wing and FTF. The fuselage was modeled with 9b panels and the 
wing and the FTF u~ed L2 panels. Thir.ty-two panels were Il!:oeo for 
the F-l04G wi ngs, and 50 '"'anels were used for the FTF. Figure 8 
shows the panel breakdo'vln of the F-I04G and th~FTF. The F-I04G 
. was modeled as a cyli nder wi th a radius of 80 cm and a length 0~ 
1160 cm, and a conical nose of 470 cm in length. The wi n9s of 
~he F-I04G weie modeled as a bi-convex surface with a thickness 
ratio of 3.36%, a semispan length of 230 c~, a sweep back vi t~e 
quarter chord of 18.60 , and an anhedral of 10°· The v~rtical and 
horizontal stabilizers w~re not included in the model in or1er to 
allow a great~r numbe~ ~f panele for the FTF . 
DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 
Code H Pressure Distributions 
Figures 9{a), 9(b), 9(e), and 9(d) present pressure 
distributions for the FTF using experimentally and theoretically 
determi ned data for Mach numbers of 0.7, 0.8, l" 85, and 0.9. The 
experimental data is based on Nach numbers measured wi th the E'TF 
noseboom since only the FTF was modeled in this case. Code H was 
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to calculate the theoretically determined pressure coefficients. 
As shown in figure 9(a) where the l<lach number is 0.7, the flow 
accelerates and the pressure coefficient drops from the nose to -
about the point on the surface where the discontinuity occurs 
(approximately 17% chord). Beyond this point the flow slows as 
it changes direction and the pressure coefficient increases. 
There is good correspondence between the experimental and 
theoretical data wi th good correspondence between the 
experimental and theoretical data with the exception of the peak 
minimum values of pressure coefficients. Code H predicts higher 
minimum pressure coefficients than are obtained from the flight 
tes t data. No shock axis ts for this Mach number, si nce 
supersonic flow vcloci ti as do not oecu r on the FTF. 
Figures 9(b) through 9(d) show data for ~tach numbers of 0.8, 
0.85 I and 0.9. For thes e r"ach nllmb ers the flow accel crates frem 
the nose to the su cfacE' disconti nui ty, and reaches s'-inic 
condition. As the flow turns through 3n angle of approximately 
13.050 (one-half the w':oge angle) at tile discontinuity point, it 
accelerates, reae-hi ng a peak value and goes through a normal 
shock. The shock causes a rapid increase in pressure coefficient 
and a slowing of the flow to sonic velocities. These figures 
reveal that a fairly good correspondence between experimental and 
theoretical data exists; however, the peak minimum values of 
pressure coefficients differ, and as the MDCh number increases 
from O.B to 0.85 the ~redicted shock loc~tion tends to shift 
beyond the 20% chord position. At 0.9. I-lach number, the shock 
has shifted to about the 50% chord position in the theoretical 
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data. The shock remains near t.he 20% chord position for all r-tach 
numbers for the experimental data. 'ole can conclude that Code H 
does not accurately predict shock location fot- the '.ledge shaped 
FTF near Mach 1 or high transonic speeds. 
At approximately the 70% chord position on the FTF, the two 
curves deviate and the experimental data reveal adeereasing 
pressure that the theoretical methcd does not predict. A 
possible explanation of why the two curves deviate near the 
trailing edge follows; the FTF can be consid~red to be an 
aft-facing step of height equal to one-half the width of the F'l'l:', 
and flight measured pressure characteristics of aft-facing steps 
presented in reference 5 indicate that the base press~rc does 
indeed have an effect on the pressure measured upstream of the 
aft-facing step. But the code does not account for this bec~use 
a trailing edge of finite thickness is advancect linearly until is 
clc'ses Ot" exceeds cfiord length, whichever 0CCUt·S f~r·st.. 
Then"[or<:., an attempt was made to :11 tar the U'ai 1 i no (~dt.H' or t!H' 
FTF model. The model was geometrically scaled duwn .:n:d " 
boattail was added in order to effectively accelerate th0 flow at 
points near the trailing edge, 
The pressure dlstributlon for the boattail FTF in fig\.ln~ 10 
shows that decreasing p~essure at the tailin~ Cdg0 i~ evident but 
not nearly of sufficient quantity to match the experimental data. 
The boattai 1 of greater curvature was at tempted, bu t the code 
would not ~un because points spaced too closely together at the 
trailing edge led to computational difficulties. Even with fewer 
poi nts at the trai 1i ng edget a t:'un could not be completed because 
of the amount ot curvature needed to simulate the flov! at the 
trail ing edge. 
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The Wi ng-Body Pressure Distributions 
The wing-body code was run for the F-I04G/FTF model at 0.6, 
0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.2, and 1.4 t-l.:lch numbers. Angles of attack of 
00 , 20 and 40 were used for the 0.6 and 1.4 Mach number cases. 
These two cases which are the extremes of the Mach number range 
tested were run at different angles of attack to determine the 
effects of aircraft angle of attack on the data. Figures 11(a) 
and ll(f) show data for these cases with the wing-body code data 
for th~ three an91~s of attack and the flight test zuperimposed. 
Little difference exists for the three sets of angle of attack 
data. The data vades litt.le ... lith angle of attack. Therefore, 
a the t-tach number coses of 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and 1.2 \"ere rLln at 2 
angle of attack which approximates the F-I04's angle of attac~ 
during the test flights. All cases were run at 00 sideslip angle 
and the flioht te"t data werE' recorded at very small sideslip 
angles. The jJt'.'S;C,lllC' coefficienLs qiven in the output of the 
wing-bodv code act at the centroid of the panel and represent the 
average pressuT0 over the panel. Since the wing-body code is 
three dimensional and the model includes the aircraft, the flight 
test data WE're based on at Nach numbers measur'ed by the aircraft 
instrumentation svst0m instead of tho flight test fixture's air 
data system. 
Figures ll(a) and ll(b} depict. data for r-fach n.lmOers of 0.6 
and 0.7. These fiquies reveal an accelerating flow from the nose 
of the flight test fixture to the surface discontinuity and a 
slowi I1g of the flow aft of the forebody wi th an <,ccompanyi ng 
increase of pressure coefficient. There is a fairly ~jood match 
of the flight test and 
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theoretically predicted data. The peak negative pressure 
coefficient for the flight test data is more negative than the-
predicted value, the predicted val~es of.pressure coefficient are 
generally higher than values determined from flight test data, 
and the trend of decreasing pressure coefficients exists near the 
trailing edge of the flight test fixture for the flight test data 
that is not present for the theoretically predicted data. 
Figures lICe) and ll{d) show (ata for the other two subsonic 
cases of 0.8 and 0.9 Mach numbers. As discussed earlier, at 
these flight speeds the flow is accelerated by the forebody to 
supersonic speeds and a normal shock wave forms. These shock 
\.;aves are evident in the flight test data for Mach numbers of 0.8 
and 0.9. While the shock waves are not predicted by the 
wing-body code, the point of minimum pressure coefficient does 
occur at the 20% chord position for- both set~ of dat.a. This 
method is no capable of transonic shock wave prediction. In 
addition, the data indicate an inability of the wing-body code to 
predict the decreasing valu~s of pressure coefficient near the 
trailing edge of the FTF fo~ simila~ reasons as Code H results. 
However, for the 0.9 Mach number case the two sets of data 
correspond very well over a large range of chord positions. 
The data fOl~ the s',lperso!1i c Mach numbet- cases of ].2 and 1.4 
Mach number are shown in figures lICe) and ll(f). For both cases 
the flow over the FTF i~ subsonic since the one-half wedge angle 
of approximately 13.05° is large ~nough to cause the shock to 
detach from the nose. 
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. 'l1le portion of the shock forward of t.'le nose is normal and the normal 
shock wave creates subsonic fla~ over the nose of the FTF and large 
positive pressure coefficients. ~~e flow accelerates over the fore-
body, does no~ reach sonic condicions. and decelerates from the sur-
face discontinuity to the trailing edge. The two sets of data match 
very well over the entire FTFI however, in the '.2 Mach number case, 
the theoretical data reflects very sharp changes of pressure coef-
ficlent about the 5o, chc.,rd position. It is possible that the wing-
body code is introducing fuselage effects that do not occur in the 
experimental data at this particular Mach number. To check this 
possibility, the FTF was modeled excluding the F-'04G aircraft. 
Figure 12 shows that the pressure distribution smooths out and com-
pares 'l1ell to the expsril!!ental data. 8u9geating t~at the code \fas 
indeed introducinq inaccurate fuselage effects. 
It is interesting to note that the trailing edge divergence noted 
in the subsonic data changes for the supersonic dat<:. 'rile experimen-
tal data infticate an increasing and then dec::-easing trend c;: pressure 
coefficientF near the trailing edge of ~~e FTF. 
Displacement Thickness Distribution 
Code H provides a semi-empirical turbulent bour.cary-layer correc-
tion in the transonic flow analysis. Displacenent thickness (6*) is 
calcul~ted by relating momentum thickness and shape factor where 
L'lOmentul11 t..'lickness is determined using Von Karman' s equation and the 
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shape factor is determined semi-empirically. Because the laminar 
portion of the boundary layer is considerably smaller than the 
turbulent portion, it is not considered in the boundary-layer 
correction ~alculations. For the boundary-layer correction, a 
transition point must be specified. A transition location 'of 
7.5% chord was used in all cases. This most closely approximated 
where transition was thought to occur. 
In figure 13, experimental and theoretical displacement 
thickness at 85% chord are plotted vs Mach number. Reynolds 
numbers of 2 x 10 6 and 14 x 10 6 were used. The shapes of the 
curve agree but they are displaced. Also, the experimental data 
wi th approximate Reynolds numbers of 20 x 10 6 was qui te scattered 
around 0.8 Mach. This scatter in the experimental data is 
probably caused in part by s3parated flow due to a shock wave 
that is reattaching. We can conclude from the data shown in 
figur0 13 that the semi-empirical boundary layer used in Code H 
does not permit precise determination of the displacement 
thickness for the fTF with the wedge shaped nose. 
CONC):"US IONS 
An F-I04G aircraft with an attached FTF with a wedged shaped 
forebody has been tested at NASA/Dryder Flight Research Facility. 
Pressure distributions and displacement thicknesses have been 
determined fronl the flight test data. Two theoretical prediction 
methods have been used to predict similar data for the FTF at the 
flight test speeds. One is a two~dimensional method and has been 
designated Code H by Bauer, et aI, who are the authors of this 
method. The other 
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is a three-dimensional method and h&0 baen desi~l&~ed as the wing-body 
code by its author, Frank Woodwardc The results oiltaitled from the 
comparison of flight test data with the data predicted by the codes 
follows. 
Code B Com.parisons 
t 1) For subsonic flight speeds "and fl.ov over the i!TF, Code E: ade-
quately predicts values of pressure coefficient~ except at the minimum 
pre!!l6Ure point and at the cailing edge. Code H predicts higher 
values at the minimU!!l pressure point and the experimental data reveal 
an incre~sing pressure coefficient that Code B doss not predict. 
(2) For subsonic flight sp-eOOs and superi.'lonic flow at SOIlW point 
on the F"l'i? ,the shock W<l,,'e t..'lat forms i6 located at the appro}:imate 
20!41 cnOl:.-d posi.tion. Code n predicts a shifting p.o~ition of t. .. e ahode 
waves wi~'l incr~asing speed and does not ade~~tely predict the 
increasing pressure coefficient. divergence at the trailing edge of t.~e 
FTF. Otherwise Code H adequately predicts "the level of the pressure 
coefficients at. o~~er poclitions on the r~. 
Hing-Body Code Comparisons 
(1) For subsonic speeds and flow over ~le FTF, tile wirl-body code 
adequately predicts levels of pressure coefficients except at the 
trailing edge. The dec:r',!asing pressure coefficient divergence at the 
trailing edge is not predicted by the wing-body cod~. 
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(2) Foraubaonic flight speeds and supersonic flow at soaa point 
on the FTF, the~n9-body code which is incapable of shock wave pre-
diction adequately predicts pressure coefficient levels except at the 
trailing edge and at the minimum pressure point~ 
(3) For 8upersonic flight speeds and subsonic flow over the FTF 
the win9-~ody code adequat~ly predic~~ levels of .pressure 
coefficients. 
Displacement Thickness Comparisons 
The scmi-empirical boundary layer used in Code H does not precisely 
predict the displacement thickness of the FTF for the two Reynolds 
numbars te .. t.ad. 
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Fig. 12 Pressure distributio~ 
generated by wing-body code for 
i$olated FTF model. 
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Fig. 13 Displacement thickness generated 
by code H as a fu~ctiQn of Mach number. 
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